MISSION BLOCKHACK - EXPAND YOUR HORIZON

From February 23, 2018
To February 24, 2018

Mission Blockhack
Have you been looking for a Hackathon without creating your own idea? Are you interested in developing with the Blockchain? This is your opportunity to participate at the Mission BlockHack. Just focus on the technical part of the Blockchain and we take care of the use-cases.

Your Tasks
- Develop an application using Blockchain
- Get in touch with other Blockchain interested people
- Work as a team
- Get a developing ready use-case
- Enjoy food and drinks as much as you want
- Listen to Blockchain experts

Your Profile
Wondering what kind of hackers are needed to take on the challenges?
- Developer
- Engineers
- Maker

Next Steps
Participate at our Mission BlockHack at our headquarter in Heilbronn, Olgastrasse 57.

Apply now by scanning the QR Code or contact ki-is-event@kaufland.com for further information.